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The DigiMaster CW interface is supplied complete with a CW lead. 

The lead is wired with 3.5mm stereo jack on each end, if your radio requires ¼” CW plug then you will need to use a 

3.5mm to ¼” adaptor. The lead is wired tip to tip. The ring connection is available at the interface jack socket for use 

as a PTT output for external equipment if you wish to make your own lead to take advantage of the PTT function. 

 

 

Connect the USB lead to the interface and connect the USB lead to the PC. 

Turn the interface ON. 

Windows will detect the interface and will automatically install the USB driver. 

Note the port that Windows assigns to the driver. 

Change the port if you desire, use Windows Device Manager. 

Use this port when configuring your software. 

If you did not see the port number that Windows assigned then open device manager and look at the ports. Turn the 

interface OFF and the display will update, turn the interface ON and the display will update again. The port you need 

to use is the port that appears and disappears as you turn the interface ON and OFF. 

Connect the CW lead into the interface. 

If your radio uses a different type of connector you will need to change the 3.5mm jack supplied for the appropriate 

type for your radio. 

Connect your CW key into the interface. 

file:///F:/Website%20backups/2014_10_31%20Website/g4zlpcouk/Instructions/Device_Manager/Device%20Manager.pdf


 

 

Put the radio in CW mode. 

Configure the radio to use a standard key. 

Or, if your radio has a “straight key” input socket then plug the interface CW lead into the straight key socket.  

Use your CW key. 

Depending on your radio make / model, you may need to configure the CW mode, ie, breakin enabled, sidetone 

enabled, as required.  You can adjust the CW speed by adjusting the speed control on the interface. 

Run your software, (any CW software that supports WinKey) and configure your software to use a WinKey v2.3 on 

the port that is provided by the interface, depending on the software you are using you may need to click on a 

“connect” button. You can now also send CW from your software. 

When connected to your software (software permitting), you can change many parameters which will be 

remembered by the interface, and which will be used even when switched OFF and back on again and when not 

connected to the software. This allows you to configure the interface to your preference and the interface will 

continue to operate in that way and it will stay that way until you change them again. 

CW and PTT lines are opto coupled and can handle max 70v 100mA (150mW). 

 

 
 

Software configurable: Set the parameters using your software and the interface will always remember your latest settings. 

 
 

Modes. Iambic A, Iambic B, Ultimatic, Bug Key and Straight key. (Bug key with firmware 3v020). 

 
 

Variable speed. CW speed setting via speed pot, or software, 6 - 65 WPM. 

 
 

Speed pot range. Set the min and max range for the speed pot. 

 
 

Variable di/dah ratio. Default 1:3 adjustable range; 1:4 to 1:2  

 
 

Adjustable weighting.  Adds or subtracts a percentage to the length of every di and dah.  

 
 

Adjustable compensation. Adds a fixed length to every di/dah.  

 
 

Contest spacing selection.  Normal or short inter character / word spaces. 

 
 

Paddle Polarity.  Set your own default polarity. 

 
 

Tune facility .  
 

 
 

PTT .  PTT Lead and PTT tail are supported. 

 
 

Paddle insertion/ Break in .  Operating the CW key suspends PC sending. 

 
 

SideTone.  On/Off. 

 
 

Farnsworth.  
 

 

    Paddle echo back – characters you key via the paddle will be echoed to the PC screen. 

    The firmware can be FLASH updated. 

    The interface now ALSO supports “Pass through” mode, which allows “direct keyed” CW to be supported. 

        Direct keyed CW is CW that is keyed by programs like MRP40 which key CW directly by manipulating 

        a comports RTS/DTR handshaking lines. 

Straight key config: Select “Bug Key” and key down, if you get repetition of di’s then also select “Reverse Paddles”. 



 

In HRD select “WinKey”, then select the port used by the interface and click on connect. 

 

 

 



In N1MM 

Select “Config ports”, then the tab Hardware, select the port to which the keyer is attached 

and click the “WinKey” entry. Set DTR=Always OFF, and RTS=Always OFF. 

 

 

In FLWKey 

Select Configure, then select the port to which the Keyer is attached. 

 

 



In CW Type 

 



 

In Logger32 

Select Config, then select the port to which the keyer is attached, set the parameters as you would like and then click 

on “Apply” 

 

 



 

In WinTest 

 

 



Flash updating the DigiMaster CW Keyer firmware 

The Flash update/ Utility program can be found here;-  http://www.g4zlp.co.uk/unified/Flash.htm 

Instructions for installing flash updates and using the utility program are available via the Flash Update webpage 

MODES: Direct Keyed CW, Pass through mode. 

The CW interface also supports a “pass through” mode which allows the interface to support “direct keyed” CW as 

produced by programs such as MRP40. “Pass through” mode can be user activated or disabled as the user requires.  

Parameters as set when you last used WinKey mode will be used while in “Pass through” mode and you can use your 

Iambic key properly while MRP40 is running. 

To change modes; Use the flash update / utility program and select the mode from the menu.  Other parameters 

that are not normally accessible via WinKey parameters can also be changed when using the utility program, these 

include adjustments over the parameters “Contest spacing’s” and “Word spacing’s”.  There is no need to perform a 

flash update when changing modes or changing parameters, simply select the mode / adjust the parameters via the 

utilities menu and they take immediate effect.   

[1] WinKey mode 

[2] Direct mode 

 

MRP40 can be used in “Direct mode”. 

 

 

http://www.g4zlp.co.uk/unified/Flash.htm


 

 

 

 

 



 

The supplied CW lead. 

 

Making a CW / PTT lead. 

 

CW and PTT lines are opto coupled and can handle max 70v 100mA (150mW). 

This interface is designed for low voltage, low current switching of CW and PTT lines (modern transistorised radios).  

You should NOT connect the interface to radios or amplifiers that require high voltages (or negative voltages) to be 

switched for CW or for PTT. If you need to connect the interface to amplifiers of this type (or other similar spec 

equipment) then it is recommended that you do so through a simple relay circuit. 

 


